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Overview:
TNS Shield™ is a fully secure, managed software platform
designed to provide real-time vehicle tracking and unparalleled
security features to ﬂeets of any size. The software is purpose
built to seamlessly integrate with the TNS Hardware products.
TNS Shield™ is a cloud-based solution, meaning the setup, maintenance and security features are managed by
TracknStop™ in partnership with Google Cloud Platform, providing peace of mind to you and your customers.
Every client is assigned their own private database within Google Cloud for Centralized data storage and also
have the option of distributing their tracking data across multiple nodes so that they are guaranteed that their
highly sensitive data cannot be modiﬁed in any way.
Our patented technology can remotely stop a moving vehicle safely within seconds. We allow vehicle owners to
securely send a ‘stop’ command to any TracknStop™ ﬁtted vehicle. This command will intelligently stop the
vehicle in the event of vehicle hijack, theft or where a vehicle is being used in a dangerous or unlawful situation.

Software Features:
- Patented ‘Safe-Stop’
- Remote Starter Disable
- Real-time Vehicle Tracking
- Live Map
- Smart Clustering
- Location and Event History Report
- Motion Alerts
- Unlimited Geo-Fences
- Geo-Fence IN with Patented ‘Safe-Stop’
- Geo-Fence OUT with Patented ‘Safe-Stop’
- Day/Time/Speed based Geo-Fences
- Privacy Mode
- Notiﬁcations
- Admin Control Panel

Optional Features:
- Software customized to ﬁt your brand
- Engineers Installation console
- Global version available
- Customers ‘view only’ access
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Highlighted Features:
Live Mapping
The live ﬂeet map provides a detailed overview of your
entire ﬂeet at a glance.
From here you can monitor, stop and start vehicles in the
ﬁeld as well as conﬁgure alerts and geofences.
- 1 to 500,000 vehicles monitored
- Real-time live map
- Smart clustering
- Track a single vehicle with one click
- Search for speciﬁc locations, landmarks, etc
- Manage alerts & notiﬁcations
- Detailed reporting
- Speed limit violation

Highlighted Features:
Geo-Fencing
Create geofences ‘on-the-ﬂy’ with simple point-to-point
map clicks.
Vehicle owners and law-enforcement authorities are
capable of creating customized ‘geo-fences’ around speciﬁc
locations (for example depo, garage, tourist area, busy
attraction). Should one of their vehicles pass through this
geo-fence, without prior clearance, the vehicle will stop
within seconds.
Create unlimited geofences Alerts if vehicle enters or leaves a geofence Assign vehicles to certain zones Geofence IN with Patented Safe-Stop Geofence OUT with Patented Safe-Stop Day/Time/Speed based geofences -
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Highlighted Features:
Safe-Stop
Our patented technology can remotely stop a moving
vehicle safely within seconds. We allow vehicle owners to
securely send a ‘stop’ command to any TracknStop™ ﬁtted
vehicle.
This command will intelligently stop the vehicle in the event
of vehicle hijack, theft or where a vehicle is being used in a
dangerous or unlawful situation.
- Stop a moving vehicle safely and securely
- Stop a moving vehicle entering/leaving a geofence area
Once the vehicle has been secured the stop command can
be withdrawn and the vehicle can be started and driven
immediately.
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